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Intrinsic aspect of V-shaped switching in ferroelectric liquid crystals: Biaxial anchoring arising
from peculiar short axis biasing in the molecular rotation around the long axis
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To clarify the intrinsic aspect of practically usable thresholdlessV-shaped switching in ferroelectric liquid
crystals, we have observed textures and measured polarized Raman scattering as well as optical transmittance
in a thin homogeneous cell of a single compound by applying an electric field. The results indicate that the
so-called surface stabilized ferroelectric states are destabilized, and that there exist rather stable two domains
with broad and narrow molecular orientational distributions, both of which show the almost idealV-shaped
switching with considerably low transmittance at the tip of theV. We have concluded that the main cause of
theV-shaped switching is the biaxial anchoring on the substrates coated with polyimide, which makes the most
polarizable short axis normal to the substrates. It is in competition with the ordinary anchoring that favors the
director parallel to the substrates, when the material has such a bulk intrinsic property that this short axis is
parallel to the tilt plane. The competition makes the total anchoring energy almost independent of the azimuthal
angle and gives rise to theV-shaped switching.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.011702 PACS number~s!: 61.30.Hn, 61.30.Gd, 77.80.Fm, 77.84.Nh
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I. INTRODUCTION

The thresholdlessV-shaped switching, characterized b
the field-induced continuous reorientation of a spatially u
form optical axis, was observed in two kinds of mixture
which consist of compounds with molecular structures ba
cally similar to those of the prototyped antiferroelectric li
uid crystals, MHPOBC and TFMHPOBC@1–3#. Because of
its potential applications to liquid crystal displays with acti
matrix electrodes~AM-LCDs! @4,5#, many liquid crystal ma-
terials ~single compounds and mixtures! have been devel
oped under the guiding principle of frustrating ferroelectr
ity and antiferroelectricity@6–9#. It has been well establishe
that any liquid crystals, ferroelectric, ferrielectric, and an
ferroelectric, may show theV-shaped switching; the frustra
tion must be a bulk property essential for its appearance
the same time, a puzzling statement has been repea
made in previous publications; the suitable materials for
V-shaped switching show an apparently single ferrielec
phase in the bulk over a wide (;100 °C) temperature range
In fact, such is the electric-field dependence of conosco
figures in theV-shaped switching materials that the m
latopes emerge parallel to the applied electric field. Conce
ing this peculiar melatopes appearance, Matsumotoet al. re-
cently clarified another essential property in the bulk@10#.
They concluded that the ‘‘ferrielectric phase’’ is a frustrat
ferroelectric ~smectic-C* ) Sm-C* phase, where the mos
easily polarizable molecular short axis is characteristica
biased in the rotation around the molecular long axis.
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There are two equivalent biased directions in SmC* be-
cause of the C2 symmetry axis normal to the tilt plane; th
averaged short axis, as a whole, or the most easily pola
able macroscopic short axis should be in the tilt plane
vertical to it. Accordingly, SmC* in the bulk may be
grouped into two, ordinary and frustrated. In ordinary S
C* , the short axis is vertical and hence the minimum inde
of-refraction axis is parallel to the tilt plane; the melatop
appear perpendicularly to the applied electric field. In fru
trated SmC* , on the other hand, the short axis is paral
and hence the minimum index-of-refraction axis is vertical
the tilt plane; the melatopes emerge parallel to the field. M
sumotoet al. further assumed, concerning the surface pro
erty of polyimide aligning films, such biaxial anchoring th
the most easily polarizable macroscopic short axis is liable
become perpendicular to the substrates. In other more in
tive words, the phenyl rings and carbonyl moieties wou
like to become perpendicular to the polyimide aligning film
In ordinary SmC* , not only the director anchoring but als
this biaxial anchoring of the short axis constructively sta
lizes the so-called surface stabilized states. In frustrated
C* , on the other hand, these two kinds of anchoring resul
a competition so that the total anchoring energy becom
almost independent of the azimuthal angle specifying
position on the Sm-C* tilt cone. Consequently, the relativel
weak anchoring due to rubbing must align in-plane directo
when the chiral twisting power is large, the distributio
around the rubbing direction may become broad. In ot
words, the molecular alignment critically depends on t
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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substrate interface conditions and hence a variety of al
ments have actually been observed@11–13#.

In this way, three basic essentials for theV-shaped switch-
ing in the group of developed materials@6,7# are the fol-
lowng: ~1! the frustration between ferroelectricity and an
ferroelectricity,~2! the peculiarly biased molecular rotatio
around the long axis that keeps the most easily polariza
macroscopic short axis in the tilt plane, and~3! the biaxial
anchoring favoring this short axis perpendicular to the s
strates coated with polyimide aligning films. The purpose
this paper is to advance the understanding of theV-shaped
switching in terms of these three essentials. The pape
arranged as follows. After describing the experimental set
and sample cell preparations, Sec. II reviews how to ob
the apparent order parameters,^P2&appand^P4&app, from the
polarized Raman intensities,I Z,meas(v) and I X,meas(v). Sec-
tion III summarizes experimentally obtained results, i.e., t
tures, electro-optical responses,^P2&app and ^P4&app, and in
particular, those measured at the tip of theV by time-
resolved polarized Raman scattering. In order to unders
the V-shaped switching, we try to reconstruct the molecu
orientational distribution function at the tip of theV; Sec. IV
describes the reconstruction method. In Sec. V, we exp
how the biaxial anchoring destabilizes the so-called surf
stabilized states; this leads to theV-shaped switching as i
being experimentally observed. Section VI gives the conc
sion.

II. EXPERIMENT

The liquid crystal single compound shown in Fig. 1 w
sandwiched between two indium-tin-oxide-plated glass s
strates, which were coated with;20-nm-thick polyimide
~Nissan, RN-1266! as an aligning reagent. Only one of th
two substrates was rubbed in one direction and sense.
gap of the cell was set at 1.6mm by spacer particles. Th
sample cell was mounted in an oven, the temperature
which was adjusted by a controller~Yokogawa, UP550!
within an accuracy of60.1 °C. In this paper, all experiment
were carried out at 60 °C. The spontaneous polarization
the sample is'250 nC cm22 (2.531023 C m22).

Polarized Raman scattering was measured in the b
ward scattering geometry. The green light at 514.5 nm fr
an Ar-ion laser~Spectra-Physics, BeamLok 2060! was used
for excitation. Figure 2 schematically shows the geome
used in polarized Raman scattering measurements. The
light is incident along theY axis and its polarization direction
is parallel to theZ axis. Here, theX, Y, andZ axes constitute
the right-handed Cartesian coordinate frame and theXZ
plane is parallel to the substrates. The incident laser l
with a power of 0.5 W is focused onto the sample and

FIG. 1. Chemical structure and phase sequence of the liq
crystal used.
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beam diameter is'700 mm. The scattered light going bac
along the Y axis is collected by a telescope lensf
5130 mm andf /d51.3). After passing through a polarize
and a Raman notch filter, the scattered light is focused o
an optical fiber that transmits the light to a monochroma
~Spex, 270M! combined with a multichannel detector~Prin-
ceton Instruments, IPDA 512!. The slit width of the mono-
chromator is 200mm. TheZ- andX-polarized Raman spec
tra were measured by rotating the sample cell fromv50° to
v5180° about theY axis. Here,v is the rotation angle of
the cell andv50° indicates that theZ axis is parallel to the
layer normal. The Raman line at 1600 cm21, assigned to the
CuC stretching mode of phenyl ring, is suitable for probin
the molecular ordering because this line is well separa
from the other lines and, moreover, because the major p
cipal axis of the Raman scattering tensor is almost paralle
the molecular long axis. TheZ- andX-polarized Raman lines
at 1600 cm21 were fitted with a Lorentzian curve and th
integrated intensities,I Z,meas and I X,meas, were calculated.
The depolarization ratio of the Raman line in the isotrop
phase,Riso5I X,meas/I Z,meas, is 0.373.

The integrated intensities under no electric field and in
field-induced uniform ferroelectric states were obtained
every 10° fromv50° to v5180°; the accumulation time
was 50 s. To obtain the integrated intensities at the tip of
V, time-resolved Raman scattering measurement was

id

FIG. 2. Coordinate systems in polarized Raman scattering m
surements:~a! the laboratory fixed coordinate frame (X,Y,Z) and
~b! the smectic layer coordinate frame (Xl ,Yl ,Zl) and the local
in-layer director coordinate frame (xd ,yd ,zd). The Y and Yl axes
are taken to coincide with each other, since no chevron structu
considered. Substrates are perpendicular to theY axis and an elec-
tric field is applied along it.
2-2
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INTRINSIC ASPECT OFV-SHAPED SWITCHING IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 011702 ~2003!
FIG. 3. ~Color online! Optical micrographs of textures taken at the virgin state~a-i! and~a-ii!, after five cycles of the switching~b!, and
after the long-term switching~c-i!, ~c-ii!, and ~c-iii !. The sample cell was placed in such a way that the unrubbed and rubbed sub
comes above and below, respectively. The rotational stage was so adjusted that one of the domains becomes darkest~extinguished!. Crossed
polarizer axes are parallel and perpendicular to the horizontal edge of each micrograph, which corresponds to the optical axis of ex
domains. The micrograph~c-iii ! was obtained by applying an electric field of 8.6 Vmm21 and the others were taken without any elect
field. The arrow ‘‘L ’’ indicates the layer direction and the arrow ‘‘R’’ indicates the rubbing direction. All images were taken at the sa
magnification and a white bar drawn bottom left in~a-i! corresponds to 0.1 mm in length.
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formed at every 30° by applying a 1-Hz-triangular wavefo
electric field. The gated pulse with 4 ms width was appl
once in a period of 1 Hz to the detector at the tip of theV and
the accumulation time was 10 min. The apparent second-
fourth-order orientational order parameters,^P2&app and
^P4&app, were obtained from the integrated intensities as w
as the depolarization ratio by using the procedure descr
in the previous paper@14#. It should be noted that the ob
tained apparent order parameters include the information
only about the spatial distribution of the local in-plane dire
tors but also about the fluctuations at the molecular level
the imperfect alignment of the smectic layers@14–16#.

The intensity of the laser light passing through the c
and a polarizer was detected by a photodiode. The polar
tion direction of the polarizer is perpendicular to that of t
incident laser light. The electro-optic response was mo
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tored for confirming the thresholdlessV-shaped switching
during the time-resolved polarized Raman scattering m
surements. Texture observation by a polarizing optical
croscope~Olympus, BX50! was made for testing the qualit
of alignment in the virgin state, after short-term (;5 cycles
of 1-Hz triangular wave! and long-term~10 hs! switching
operations, and before and after the polarized Raman sca
ing measurements.

III. RESULTS

Figure 3 summarizes micrographs of a cell taken by
polarizing microscope. The rotational stage was so adjus
that one of the domains becomes darkest. Two domains,
and ‘‘2,’’ are observed in the virgin state before applying a
electric field, the textures of which are shown in Figs. 3~a-i!
2-3
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FIG. 4. Electro-optic responses observed in domains 3~a! and 4
~b!. Solid and open circles were obtained by increasing and decr
ing the applied electric field, respectively.
01170
and 3~a-ii!. In both domains, the interface induced electr
clinic effect in the Sm-A phase makes the layer normal in
clined by17° ~clockwise! from the rubbing direction@17–
19#. Domain 1 occupies larger area in the sample cell.
somewhat bluish, though considerably dark, texture in F
3~a-i! indicates that domain 1 is in the twisted state with
small twisting angle@12,20#. The average optical axis is a
most parallel to the layer normal in domain 1. The ve
uniform dark texture in Fig. 3~a-ii!, on the other hand, ap
pears to indicate that domain 2 is in a surface stabilized s
@13#. The optical axis makes an angle of215° ~counter-
clockwise! with the rubbing direction.

By applying five cycles of a triangular waveform electr
field ~1 Hz, 610 Vmm21), we obtained a texture characte
ized by many stripes nearly along the layers as given in F
3~b!. The texture indicates the same small twisted state
domain 1 except for the stripes. The average optical axi
parallel to the layer normal, although the optical axis of ea
stripe domain shows some orientational distribution arou
the averaged one. Since domain 2 disappears, the s
twisted state must be more stable than the surface stabi
state.

After switching for ca. 10 h, two newly emerging do
mains, ‘‘3’’ and ‘‘4,’’ prevail as shown in Figs. 3~c-i! and
3~c-ii!; domain 3 is extinguished and domain 4 is bright
Fig. 3~c-i!, while the opposite is true in Fig. 3~c-ii!. The
texture of the domain 3 closely resembles the one obse
in Fig. 3~b!, indicating that domain 3 also is in the sma
twisted state. Domain 4 has the average optical axis tilted
ca.210° from the layer normal and is characterized by th
stripes parallel to the layer. Further switching results in

s-
FIG. 5. Polar plots of polarized Raman intensities~in arbitrary units! vs cell rotation angles~in degrees! obtained in domain 3~a! and
domain 4~b!. ~i! 8.6 Vmm21 ~dc!, ~ii ! 0 V ~dc!, ~iii ! 28.6 Vmm21, and ~iv! at the tip of theV ~1 Hz!. Solid and open circles show
I Z,meas(v) and I X,meas(v), respectively, andI X,meas(v) is enlarged three times.
2-4
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INTRINSIC ASPECT OFV-SHAPED SWITCHING IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 011702 ~2003!
expansion of domain 4 at the expense of domain 3. Fig
3~c-iii ! shows the texture obtained by applying an elec
field of 8.6 Vmm21, which is high enough to attain a field
induced uniform state. Many lines emerge along the la
normal in domain 3, while few are observed in domain
although these lines are not clearly reproduced in Fig. 3~c-
iii !. These lines must indicate the horizontal chevron str
ture which are frequently observed in the field-induced u
form state @21,22#, suggesting a difference in the laye
structure between domains 3 and 4.

Figures 4~a! and 4~b! illustrate theV-shaped switchings
observed in domains 3 and 4, respectively, by applying
electric field of triangular waveform~1 Hz, 610 Vmm21).
The electro-optic response in domain 3 exhibits small h
teresis on the way between the tip of theV and the field-
induced uniform state, although the tip in the increasing a
decreasing processes are located at almost the same pos
the critical electric field where the transmittance reaches
the plateau is slightly smaller than the one where the tra
mittance leaves the plateau. Such a hysteresis is not obse
in domain 4. For both domains, the transmittance at the tip
the V is extremely low although the position of the tip
slightly shifted toward the negative electric field. This shift
frequently observed in one-side rubbing cells@11,23#. The
saturation voltageVsat is '10 V. Clark et al. showed that
Vsat is given byVsat52P0t/e IL @24#, wheret is the thickness
ande IL is the dielectric constant of the alignment layer. Sin
P052.531023 C m22, t520 nm, ande IL53e0 (e0 is the
vacuum dielectric constant!, Vsat54 V is predicted which is
only one half of the experimental value.

Figures 5~a! and 5~b! show the results of polarized Rama
scattering measurements in domains 3 and 4, respecti
The Raman intensities,I Z(v) and I X(v), are plotted as a
function of the cell rotation anglev. Here,v50 indicates
that the layer normal is parallel to the polarization directi
of incident laser light. The polarized Raman intensities fro
190° to 350° are duplicates of the observed intensities fr
10° to 170°. The maximum direction ofI Z,meascorresponds
to the averaged molecular orientation. Figures 5~a-ii! and
5~b-ii! show the results obtained under no electric field. F
ures 5~a-i!, 5~a-iii!, 5~b-i!, and 5~b-iii ! are the results in the
field-induced uniform states obtained by applying dc elec
fields. Figures 5~a-iv! and 5~b-iv! were measured by th
time-resolved technique at the tip of theV during the switch-
ings shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, respectively. The maxi-
mum point ofI Z,meas(v) in Fig. 5~a-ii! is ca. 2° whereas tha
in Fig. 5~b-ii! is ca. 210°; these are consistent with th

TABLE I. Orientational order parameters obtained by polariz
Raman scattering measurements.

Domain 3 Domain 4
E (V mm21) ^P2&app ^P4&app ^P2&app ^P4&app

0 ~dc! 0.40 20.13 0.39 20.14
8.6 ~dc! 0.77 0.46 0.84 0.62
28.6 ~dc! 0.86 0.63 0.84 0.64

the tip of V ~1 Hz! 0.49 0.00 0.76 0.52
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results observed by a polarizing optical microscope and
given in Fig. 3~c-i! and 3~c-ii!. In the field-induced uniform
states shown in Figs. 5~a-i!, 5~a-iii!, 5~b-i!, and 5~b-iii !, the
maximum points ofI Z,meas(v) are tilted by the averaged mo
lecular tilting angle from the layer normal. At the tip of th
V, the averaged molecular orientations are parallel to
layer normal in both domains as seen in Figs. 5~a-iv! and
5~b-iv!. However, a significant difference is noticed in th
profile of I X,meas(v). The rather round profile ofI X,meas(v)
in Fig. 5~a-iv! suggests a broad molecular orientational d
tribution, while the distinct four-leaf clover profile in Fig
5~b-iv! indicates a narrow distribution.

The fitting procedure described in the previous paper@14#
provides apparent orientational order parameters,^P2&appand
^P4&app, together with the apparent molecular tilt angle fro
the layer normal,Qapp. Table I lists^P2&appand^P4&app, and
Qapp’s are 35.1° and 36.0° in domains 3 and 4, respectiv
The difference inQapp between the domains may owe to th
horizontal chevron layer structure in domain 3. For the
laxed states without any electric filed,E50 (dc), the orien-
tational order parameters for both domains are very sm
The surface stabilized states are not yet attained. These
be caused by a residue of helical structure and/or m
stripes observed in Figs. 3~c-i! and 3~c-ii!. It should be no-
ticed that the order parameters atE58.6 Vmm21 in domain
3 are lower than the other three uniform field-induced u
form states. This suggests that the molecular orientatio
distribution in the cell atE58.6 Vmm21 is much different
from the others. At the tip of theV, the order parameter
obtained in domain 3 are very small while those in domai
are rather large.

IV. MODEL CALCULATION

In order to clarify the process or mechanism of t
V-shaped switching, it is useful to presuppose some orie
tional distribution functions of local in-layer directors th
can reproduce the apparent order parameters experimen
obtained at the tip of theV. The geometry used in this mode
calculation is illustrated in Fig. 2~b!. The director tilt angle
Q is considered as constant throughout the sample at a
ticular temperature, because any change inQ critically varies
the smectic layer thickness and hence results in a remark

TABLE II. Orientational order parameters calculated by usi
Eqs. ~1! and ~2!. The molecular tilt angle used wasQ535.1°,
which was determined experimentally by applying a dc elec
field of 8.6 Vmm21.

sd

~degree!

Domain 3 Domain 4

^P2&app ^P4&app ^P2&app ^P4&app

Equation~1! 0 0.74 0.42 0.76 0.49
20 0.65 0.25 0.66 0.28
40 0.50 0.03 0.50 0.02
60 0.43 20.06 0.43 20.09

Equation~2! 0.41 20.09 0.41 20.13
2-5
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HAYASHI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 011702 ~2003!
free energy increase. Hence, any rather narrow distribut
in the azimuthal anglef can be simply written as

f d~f,u,x!5
1

4pA2psd

expF2
~f2p/2!2

2sd
2 Gd~u2Q!,

~1!

while extremely broad distributions inf are approximated
by the uniform distribution

f d~f,u,x!5d~u2Q!/~8p2!. ~2!

Here,f, u, andx are the Euler angles of the local in-lay
director coordinate frame (xd , yd , and zd) in the smectic
layer coordinate frame (xl , yl , andzl), d is the dirac delta
function, andsd in Eq. ~1! refers to the standard deviation
The distribution withsd50° can also be written asd(f
2p/2); with increasing sd , the distribution becomes
broader. Note that, as seen in Figs. 5~a-iv! and 5~b-iv!, the
averaged molecular orientations at the tip of theV are almost
parallel to the normal both in domains 3 and 4, i.e.,f
5p/2. It has already been explained in detail in the previo
papers@14,15# how to obtain̂ P2&app and^P4&app from these
distribution functions together with some experimentally o
tained data.

Table II lists the results of such model calculations
domains 3 and 4. A small difference between the results
culated in domains 3 and 4 results from the fact that
order parameters of the field-induced uniform states are
ferent between domains 3 and 4. However, the differenc
so small that it makes no significant meaning in the follo
ing discussion. The apparent order parameters,^P2&app and
^P4&app, calculated by Eq.~1! with sd540° and 0° almost
reproduce the experimentally obtained ones at the tip of
V in domains 3 and 4, respectively. One may consider
the broad distribution in domain 3 is due to the polarizatio
stabilized twisted structure proposed by Rudquistet al. @25#.
The proposed structure has a thick bulk slab with the u
form orientation of molecules, which is stabilized by th
stiffening effect of the high spontaneous polarization, a
very thin slabs with twisted structure near two substrate s
faces. The spatial distribution about the azimuthal angle
the in-layer director along theYl axis is characterized by th
coherence lengthj, which is given by

j5AKe

P0
2
. ~3!

Here, K is the elastic constant,e is the dielectric constant
andP0 is the spontaneous polarization of the sample. Wh
P052.531023 C m22, K;10211 N, and e510e058.9
310211 F m21 for typical values,j5;10 nm is obtained.
This condition gives ^P2&app50.70 and ^P4&app50.40,
whereas the experimental values are 0.49 and 0.00, res
tively. Hence, the broad distribution in the domain 3 can
be explained by the assumed polarization-stabilized twis
structure@25#.
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V. DISCUSSION

We admit that our cell fabrication method was inapprop
ate at least in the following two respects:~1! we rubbed only
one substrate because of a difficulty in preparing cross r
bing in order to compensate a rather large interface-indu
electroclinic effect@17–19# and ~2! we had to use RN-1266
with slightly low performance because a much better alig
ing agent RN-1299 absorbs the 514.5-nm laser light@12#.
The inappropriateness surely caused the temporal varia
of textures and molecular orientational distributions after
switching operations. However, as explained in the follo
ing, it very much helped us to understand the important r
played by the biaxial anchoring@10# as well as the frustration
between ferroelectricity and antiferroelectricity@6–9#. The
compound here investigated was reported as a ferriele
liquid crystal@6#. As explained in the Introduction, howeve
it is much more natural to consider that the ‘‘ferrielectric
phase is a ferroelectric Sm-C* phase in which the melatope
in the helix-unwound state may emerge parallel to the
plied electric field contrary to those in ordinary SmC* ob-
served in DOBAMBC, MHPOBC, etc. There is no inevita
bility for the emergence of the perpendicular melatopes
Sm C* @10#, because whether the minimum index-o
refraction axis is parallel or perpendicular to the tilt pla
critically depends on the biasing direction of the most pol
izable short axis in the molecular rotation around the lo
axis. Note that the melatopes appear in a plane containing
viewing direction and the minimum index-of-refraction axi
In fact, the surface stabilized state observed as domain
Figs. 1~a-i! and 1~a-ii! supports the identification of SmC* ;
the apparently small tilt angle shown in Fig. 3~a-ii! as com-
pared with that in Fig. 3~c-iii ! must result from the chevron

FIG. 6. Possible orientational structures of in-layer direct
along the cell thickness; the small twist structure~a!, the surface
stabilized structure~b!, and the uniform structure~c!. The arrows in
the circles indicate the azimuthal direction of the local in-pla
directors with respect to theXl axis. The angle between the arro
and the alignment layer surface isf. No chevron layer structure is
considered.
2-6
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INTRINSIC ASPECT OFV-SHAPED SWITCHING IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 011702 ~2003!
structure together with the pretilt on the substrates as wil
explained in connection with Fig. 6~b!. Since domain 2 is no
stable, there must exist some mechanism that destabilize
surface stabilized states.

Let us consider how thebiaxial anchoring causes the de
stabilization and this results in theV-shaped switching. Do-
mains 3 and 4 that exist rather stably in a sample cell h
the different azimuthal angle distributions of the in-layer
rectors at the tip of theV, but still show the very similar
thresholdlessV-shaped electro-optical responses. The dis
bution is broad in domain 3, while it is very narrow in do
main 4. This fact indicates that the ‘‘charge stabilizatio
and/or the ‘‘polarization stiffening’’@24,25#, if any, does not
play a decisive role. The broad distribution may partially
due to the very short helical pitch (;170 nm) @6#; however,
the helical unwinding process is not dominant in t
V-shaped switching as clearly seen in the very narrow dis
bution in domain 4. Some randomization process that ma
the distribution broad must be necessary for explaining b
the very low orientational order parameters at the tip of thV
and the apparently uniform switching. Moreover, since
distributions in the relaxed states atE50 V mm21 ~dc! are
different from those at the tip of theV both in domains 3 and
4, it is clear that the interaction between the liquid crys
and the alignment layer molecules affects the molecular
entational distributions during the switching processes. T
interaction is usually described by the anchoring energy
directors on the substrates,f A .

Taking the smectic layer frame (Xl ,Yl ,Zl) as shown in
Fig. 6, we writef A as the sum of two contributions from th
upper unrubbed and the lower rubbed substrates,

f A5 f A,l1 f A,u , ~4!

where

f A,l5const2An,lcos2f~0!2Ab,lcos2f~0!2Ap,lcosf~0!

2Ai ,lsinf~0! ~5!

and

f A,u5const2An,ucos2f~L !2Ab,ucos2f~L !1Ap,ucosf~L !.
~6!

Here,f(0) andf(L) are the azimuthal angles specifying th
directors on the lower rubbed and the upper unrubbed s
strates. The second and fourth terms represent the ordi
nonpolar and polar anchoring energies@26#. The fourth polar
terms are considered not so large on the polyimide align
films. The last term in Eq.~5! is the in-plane anchoring en
ergy due to rubbing introduced by Panarinet al. @27#. In-
creasing the rubbing strength leads to a larger value ofAi ,l
@17,27#. No corresponding term exists in Eq.~6! because the
upper substrate was not rubbed. All the coefficients of th
terms are usually considered to be always positive. The
axial anchoring is given by the third terms in both Eqs.~5!
and ~6!. As explained in the Introduction, Matsumotoet al.
@10# assumed that the most easily polarizable macrosc
short axis is liable to become perpendicular to the substra
It results in a competition with the ordinary anchoring
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directors being parallel to the substrates, when the mate
has such a bulk intrinsic property that the most easily po
izable macroscopic short axis is parallel to the tilt plane. T
coefficients can be written as

Ab,l5Ab,u5ab cos~2cp!, ~7!

wherecp is the angle between the most easily polariza
molecular short axis and the Sm-C* tilt plane normal@10#.
Since the conoscopic observation indicates thatp/4,cp
,3p/4 in the compound here investigated, the second
third terms partly cancel out with each other due to a cha
in the signs ofAb,l andAb,u based on the anglecp .

The f dependence of the polar and nonpolar interact
terms must become considerably reduced. Consequently
the rubbedsurface, the in-plane anchoring term dominan
determines the molecular orientation, makingf;p/2 stable
as already confirmed by some other experimental res
@12,13,20#. The interface-induced electroclinic effect@17–
19# and the weak polar interaction term with a positiveAp,l
gives a slight deviation fromf5p/2 towardf50. Mean-
while, on theunrubbedsurface, thef dependence off A,u is
also small; since there is no in-plane anchoring,f A,u must
have two minima atf;0 andf;p for 2An,u2Ab,u,0,
but has only one minimum atf;p/2 for 2An,u2Ab,u.0.
When the two minima exist, either off;0 or f;p is more
stable than the other depending on the sign ofAp,u . In the
virgin state of the sample, the small twisted structure of d
main 1 and the surface stabilized structure of domain 2
observed. Hence, we conclude that2An,u2Ab,u,0. By tak-
ing into account of the smallf dependence off A , the elastic
energy, and the stiffening effect, two structures illustrated
Figs. 6~a! and 6~b! are probable. When the phase transiti
from SmA to SmC* occurs epitaxially from the unrubbe
surface,f;0 andf;p are equally possible. If the phas
transition starts withf;0, the small twist structure is
formed as shown in Fig. 6~a!. Because of the elastic forc
and the stiffening effect, the molecular orientation along
cell thickness or theYl axis tends to be uniform in the bul
and f on the unrubbed surface approaches top/2 from p
because of the smallf dependence off A @24,28,29#. Mean-
while, if the phase transition starts withf;p, the surface
stabilized structure is formed as shown in Fig. 6~b!. Rela-
tively thin alignment layers (;20 nm) can maintain the sur
face stabilized state@30#. Since domain 2 changed into do
main 1 after a few cycles of the switching operation, t
surface stabilized structure is a metastable state. The m
stability of the surface stabilized structure may result fro
the unfavorable sign ofAp , the stiffening effect, and the
elastic force in the bulk becausef;p/2 is always stable on
the rubbed surface. In the similar way, if the phase transit
takes place from the rubbed surface, only the small tw
structure is stabilized.

Now we try to understand the switching process in d
mains 3 and 4 together with the evolution from domain 3
domain 4. In the early stage of the switching operation,
interaction between the liquid crystal and the alignment la
molecules is relatively strong and the motions of the liqu
crystal molecules are disturbed by the irregularity of t
2-7
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alignment layer surface. The synclinic molecular arran
ment between adjacent layers is easily broken and canno
recovered immediately because of the reduced interlayer
lecular correlation by the frustration between the ferroel
tricity and antiferroelectricity. Therefore, the randomizati
process is introduced and the distribution of the local in-la
directors must be broadened at the tip of theV as observed in
domain 3. The relatively strong interaction causes some h
teresis of the electro-optic response shown in Fig. 4~a!. It
must also be responsible for the emergence of the horizo
chevron structure in domain 3. In domain 4, the long-te
switching operation and the laser light irradiation produce
large number of free ions due to the decomposition of
alignment layer@12#. The increased free ions reduce the
teraction between the liquid crystal and the alignment la
molecules, namely, both the polar and nonpolar interactio
Eqs. ~5! and ~6!. The f dependence off A is almost lost on
the unrubbed surface, although the favored orientation is
parallel to the rubbing direction on the rubbed surface du
the in-plane anchoring. Consequently, the molecular orie
tion becomes uniform and parallel to the rubbing direct
@12#. The reduced interaction hardly disturbs the unifo
molecular alignment, as shown in Fig. 6~c!, even in the
whole switching process. The texture under a high elec
field as seen in Fig. 3~c-iii ! and theV-shaped switching with
no hysteresis observed in Fig. 4~b! support this inference
The absence of the horizontal chevron structure may
indicate the reduced anchoring in both the polar and non
lar interactions in Eqs.~5! and ~6!.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have observed textures and measured polarized
man scattering as well as optical transmittance in a thin
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mogeneous cell of a single compound by applying an elec
field. It becomes clear that the so-called surface stabili
ferroelectric states are actually destabilized and that th
exist rather stable two domains with broad and narrow m
lecular orientational distributions, both of which show th
almost similar, rather ideal thresholdlessV-shaped switching.
The molecular distributions at the tip of theV is not essen-
tial; hence, charge stabilization or polarization stiffeni
@24,25# does not play any decisive role. What is essentia
the biaxial anchoring on the substrates coated with polyim
@10#, which makes the most polarizable short axis norma
the substrates. It results in a competition with the anchor
of the director parallel to the substrates, when the mate
has such a bulk intrinsic property that the short axis is p
allel to the tilt plane. Consequently, the phenomenon of
practically usable thresholdlessV-shaped switching is no
apparent, contrary to the view expressed by Blinovet al.
@31#, and depends on the intrinsic properties of the mater
as well as the cell interface characteristics@6,7,10#. More-
over, another intrinsic property, the frustration between f
roelectricity and antiferroelectricity@6–10#, assures the ex
tremely reduced interlayer tilting correlation and hence
field-induced continuous reorientation of a spatially unifo
optical axis without forming any visible domains.
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